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ContiTech® Timing Kits Problem Solvers Address Key Service
Issues
Cranbury, N.J., October, 2011 - ContiTech Pro Series Plus Timing Kits solve special
service problems by providing technicians with all of the components
needed to perform a proper timing belt and water pump service.
Unlike the competition, CRP also includes additional components to
help technicians handle specific application issues.
Solving impeller failure and corrosion issues
Some water pumps use a plastic impeller and are very prone to
failure. CRP offers techs a choice by providing kits with either an OE
style plastic or a more robust metal impeller. Certain water water
pump housing have corrosion issues, making pump replacement
very difficult and costly. For these applications, CRP offers kit
versions that include a new water pump housing, so technicians have the rigth part when
they need it.
Sealing the deal
ContiTech Pro Series Plus kits also include cam and balance shaft seals. CRP uses
seals that match all of the OE specs for ID, OD, and width, unlike competitors who use a
generic seal that only matches ID and OD. In certain Audi/VW applications, CRP offers
kit versions with a traditional camshaft seals that have a spring on the inner lip or the
new style seals without a spring.
ContiTech Pro Series Plus kits are built around the genuine, OE-quality ContiTech®
timing belt and include the waterpump, cam and balance shaft seals, and the hydraulic
damper, when needed and packaged to the exact specifications for the vehicle. All
components are sourced from OE-quality suppliers and covered by a warranty that
matches the original manufacturer’s belt replacement interval.
Editor note: CRP Automotive successfully pioneered the development of timing belt
service kits and leads the aftermarket with the most comprehensive program on the
market.

For more information, visit:
• 2011 AAPEX booth #1666
• www.contibelts.com

Easy Online Lookup
ContiTech Belts and Kits can be easily found on CRP’s online application catalog at
www.contibelts.com or www.showmetheparts.com/crp/
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